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The Tahltan Central Government (TCG) is the 
administrative governing body of the Tahltan Nation. 

Our purpose is to define and protect Tahltan inherent 
aboriginal rights and title. We're also responsible for 
the ecosystem and natural resources of Tahltan 
Territory, for managing sustainable economic 
development, and for strengthening the cultural 
wellness of the Nation. We defend, assert, and 
promote the title and rights of Tahltans.
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1875 1910

Around 1875, the leaders  
of the sub-clans agreed to 
amalgamate under a single 
leader. This represented  
the Nation’s move away 
from a hereditary system, 
which is reflected in  
today’s governance.

In 1910, as part of a growing 
movement to assert First 
Nations rights on the coast and 
the southern interior of BC, the 
chief of the Tahltan Nation, Chief 
Nanonk, along with 80 other 
members, signed the 1910 
Declaration of the Tahltan Tribe.

Since time immemorial,  
Tahltan culture has been organized 
through a matrilinear clan system. 
This system has provided the basis 
of Tahltan law and governance. 
The Tahltan Nation is divided into 
two clans, the Crow (or Tsesk’iye) 
and the Wolf (or Ch’iyōne).  
Each clan is further divided into 
several family groups.
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The guiding principle of the Tahltan 
Central Government remains the 
Declaration of the Tahltan Tribe.   
The document claims sovereignty  
over Tahltan land and declares any 
land interests concerning the 
traditional territory of the Tahltan 
Nation to be settled directly with  
the Tahltan people. 

1985 19901976 20152001 2019

In 1985, the Association 
of United Tahltans was 
renamed the Tahltan 
Tribal Council.

From 1990, the bands withdrew their 
support for the TTC and the organization 
dissolved from 1998 to 2001.

In 1976, the Association of United Tahltans  
established under one democratic system 
named the Association of United Tahltans.

At the 2015 AGA, the Nation voted to 
rename the TCC to Tahltan Central 
Government. Leadership introduced their 
new brand, made new agreements with 
the bands, and launched the 3 Nations.Reinstated as the 

Tahltan Central 
Council between  
2001 and 2002.

In 2019 the board 
shifted to electing 
family representatives.

It represents a legal declaration of 
rights of Tahltan individuals to the 
Canadian government and British 
monarch. Tahltans have yet to 
extinguish their Aboriginal title  
by any legal process.
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Respecting this identity means using it as it is 
designed. It means being rigorously true to the 
elements provided and not adding or replacing 
any of them without express permission.

OUR VIS ION

Each person who uses our logo and brand 
elements must respect our investment 
and follow these guidelines so that our 
brand identity helps us achieve our goals. 
Our brand identity includes:

 › Our Logo

 › Our Brand Elements

 › Our Colour Palette

 › Our Typography

Together, we 
build our brand.
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BRAND GOAL

OBJECTIVES

The Tahltan Central Government brand is 
a bridge for communications between 
internal and external stakeholders, giving 
voice to support the well-being of our 
Territory, economy, society, culture, 
language, health and education.

 › Communicate our commitment to positive change, 
extending opportunities for sustainability (economic, 
ecological, social, cultural) and skills growth.

 › Develop an inter-departmental playbook and 
onboarding package that demonstrates available 
and planned resources to unify and attract staff.

 › Promote the benefits of collaboration and success, 
with case-studies and stories reflecting the pride and 
passion of TCG employees.

 › Create a resourceful TCG brand and communications 
kit that integrates the various departments, while 
respecting unique attributes and audiences.

 › Enable the TCG identity to be a practical, functional 
and creatively engaging programme that can work in 
a variety of situations – independent of imagery or 
iconography – making for a versatile, professional 
and aspirational platform.

 › Ensure that the quality of execution of all  
brand touchpoints are aligned with expected 
organizational service levels, and project a unified 
and consistent appearance, managing resources 
effectively (lasting quality, timeless design, 
extensibility, and ecologically sound). 
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KEY MESSAG ES

BRAND E SSENCE

 › We are resilient. 

 › We are progressive.

 › We are self-sustaining and 
self-actualizing.

 › We honour our past and our 
traditions with an eye to the future.

 › We are proud and responsible 
stewards of our land.

 › We engage, collaborate, and build 
partnerships while remaining  
self-sustaining and promoting 
health and well-being.

 › We are committed to being open, 
communicating with clarity, and 
reflecting the values of our people.

Unified

Bold

Dynamic

Current

Cultural
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Brand  
  Guidelines



While a logo is not itself a brand, it is the most common 
element of the brand that people will see. Consistent use 
and presenting it in its best light are essential.

At the core of our cultural past and future, and indisputably unique, the Tāłtān language symbolizes our power. It stands 
the test of time and provides a beacon to future generations. While the stylistic and artistic interpretation of logos and 
symbols come and go–and sometimes even alienate–a language unifies and leave its indelible mark. 

The new TCG wordmark is set using the Tāłtān alphabet, paired with the full Tahltan Central Government name.

Logo
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STANDARD LO G O

Where possible and appropriate,  
the standard logo should be used  
in full colour (CMYK / PMS / RGB).  
The standard logo should be used  
on all TCG collateral including TCG 
funded initiatives where space allows.

MINIMUM SI Z E

Minimum size of the standard logo shall be 
no smaller than a height of 0.375" for the 
standard logo and no smaller than a height 
of 0.25" for the horizontal logo.

 › tcg_logo_cmyk.eps

 › tcg_logo_k.eps

 › tcg_logo_reversed.eps

 › tcg_logo_white.eps

HORIZONTAL  LO G O

The horizontal version follows the 
same use guidelines as the standard 
logo and should be used where vertical 
space is limited or when locking it up 
with other logos as shown on page 11.

 › tcg_logo_horizontal_cmyk.eps

 › tcg_logo_horizontal_k.eps

 › tcg_logo_horizontal_reversed.eps

 › tcg_logo_horizontal_white.eps

0.375" 0.25"
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EXCLUSION AREA

Also known as the minimum exclusion area, it is the area around 
the logo into which no type or other element should encroach. 
This allows the logo to have enough space around it to maximize 
readability. It is established as a proportion of the logo using an 
element. In this case, it is the height of the stylized T.

U SAGE WITH OTH ER LO G O S

Using a line at a distance of at least 80% of the specified exclusion area (the space of one Ā from the logo) , other logos should be placed 
equidistant from the line on the right of the horizontal version of the Tahltan Central Government logo. If logos need to be stacked vertically, 
forgo the dividing line and simply place logos following the exclusion area guidelines, with subsequent logos following the same spacing.

See below for specific placement and sizing guidelines. Note that the horizontal logo is the only version that is 
allowed to be locked up with other logos.

For visual continuity, all logos’ 
type sits on the same baseline.

Logos must not exceed 
the total height of the 
Tahltan logo.

Stacked logotype can extend higher, but 
must not be more visually dominant than 
the Tahltan logo.

Logos must be about 
one Ā space apart from 
the dividing line.
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TĀŁTĀN W O RD MARK

Usage of the Tāłtān wordmark should be limited 
to applications that already include the full logo 
(e.g. business card, page 35) or include the full 
Tahltan Central Government name elsewhere 
(e.g. social media, page 43) and apparel.

 › taltan_wordmark_cmyk.eps

Minimum size for the Tāłtān 
wordmark is a height of 0.25".

Secondary Logos

TCG ACRON YM MARK

Usage of the TCG acronym mark should 
be limited to special applications that are 
less formal, such as marketing materials, 
apparel and vehicle liveries.

 › tcg_mark_cymk.eps

Minimum size for the TCG  
mark is a height of 0.25".

EXCLUSION  AREAS

Like the primary logo, the exclusion area for 
the Tāłtān wordmark, TCG mark and T icon 
is the height of the stylized T respectively.

T ICON

Usage of the T icon should be limited to 
special applications that are less formal 
and where space is limited such as 
marketing materials, apparel and favicons.

 › tcg_ticon_cymk.eps

Minimum size for the T  
icon is a height of 0.25".

0.25"

0.25"

0.25"
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Brand colour alternate logos are available 
to use for various applications outside of 
official collateral and where appropriate. 

 › taltan_wordmark_gold.eps

 › taltan_wordmark_bone.eps

 › taltan_wordmark_white.eps

 › taltan_wordmark_nettle.eps

 › taltan_wordmark_fireweed.eps

 › taltan_wordmark_river.eps

 › taltan_wordmark_obsidian.eps

 › taltan_wordmark_k.eps

 › tcg_mark_gold.eps

 › tcg_mark_bone.eps

 › tcg_mark_white.eps

 › tcg_mark_nettle.eps

 › tcg_mark_fireweed.eps

 › tcg_mark_river.eps

 › tcg_mark_obsidian.eps

 › tcg_mark_k.eps

 › tcg_ticon_gold.eps

 › tcg_ticon_bone.eps

 › tcg_ticon_white.eps

 › tcg_ticon_nettle.eps

 › tcg_ticon_fireweed.eps

 › tcg_ticon_river.eps

 › tcg_ticon_obsidian.eps

 › tcg_ticon_k.eps

 › tcg_logo_gold_reversed.eps

 › tcg_logo_horizontal_gold_reversed.eps

 › tcg_logo_gold.eps

 › tcg_logo_horizontal_gold.eps

 › tcg_logo_bone.eps

 › tcg_logo_horizontal_bone.eps

Coloured Alternatives
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STANDARD D EPARTMEN T 
LOGO LOCKUP

Following similar logo lockup guidelines from 
page 11, a set of department logo lockups have 
been created for each of the TCG departments.  
Their use should be limited to serve as 
department identification. 

 › tcg_employment_cmyk.eps

 › tcg_employment_reversed.eps

 › tcg_employment_gold_reversed.eps

 › tcg_employment_k.eps

 › tcg_employment_white.eps

TCG ACRON YM MARK 
DEPARTMENT LO G O  LO CKUP

An alternate lockup has been developed using 
the TCG acronym mark for applications that are 
less formal and where space is limited, such as 
marketing materials and apparel. Alternate 
colours are also provided mirroring the above.

 › tcg_employment_acronym_cmyk.eps

Department Logos

EXCLUSION  AREAS

As standard, the exclusion area for the  
two department logos are the height of  
the stylized T.

Minimum size for the TCG acronym 
department logos is a height of 0.25".

0.25"

Minimum size for the department 
logos is a height of 0.25". 0.25"
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Using the Tāłtān wordmark, a unique logo has 
been created to represent the Tāłtān Nation. 
The use of the logo should be limited to special 
applications that are nation specific and not 
representative of the Tahltan Central Government. 
This includes apparel and other promotional 
items where Tahltans/the public are the audience. 
In some instances where the full nation logo is 
not appropriate or vertical spacing is tight, 
using the Tāłtān wordmark alone is sufficient. 

For more guidance on the usage of the  
Tāłtān Nation logo, refer to the Tāłtān Nation 
inspiration spread on page 45.

 › taltannation_logo_cmyk.eps

 › taltannation_logo_bone.eps

 › taltannation_logo_reversed.eps

 › taltannation_logo_gold_reversed.eps

 › taltannation_logo_k.eps

 › taltannation_logo_white.eps

Tahltan Nation Logo

MINIMUM SIZE  AND  
EXCLUSION AREA

The minimum size for the nation logo is 0.35". 
The exclusion area for the nation logo is the 
height of the stylized T.

0.35"

U SAGE WITH OTH ER LO G O S

Using a line at a distance of at least 80% of the specified exclusion area (the space of one Ā from the logo) , other logos should be placed 
equidistant from the line on the right of Tāłtān Nation logo. Refer to the guidelines on page 11 for visual reference and page 45 for an example.
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LOGO DOS AND  D O N’TS

Never place the logo over a busy image. 
When using the logo over image areas, 
select a wide swatch of dark or light 
colour. The black or white versions will 
work best in conjunction with photos.

When putting the logo on a dark colour, 
don’t place a white box behind the logo. 
Use the reversed versions instead.

Note: Ensure all colours are clearly 
visible against the background when 
using the coloured logo.

Do not recolour, stylize or add a stroke 
to any element of the logo. Use only the 
supplied logo files.

Never stretch or squish the logo. 
Use only with the original proportions.
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LOGO F ILE  FO RMATS

Encapsulated  
Postscript (EPS)
EPS is a vector format and can be scaled 
infinitely without losing image quality. 
This is the preferred version and must be 
used for offset printing. 

Used in signage, print ads, flyers and 
other print collateral.

Portable Network  
Graphics (PNG)
PNG is a raster graphics file format for digital 
imaging, web applications and electronic 
templates. Raster formats have a fixed 
resolution which means that if the image is 
increased in size, it will degrade, losing detail 
and appearing unsharp or out of focus. 

PNGs are the preferred format over JPGs. 
PNGs allow transparent backgrounds for 
placement over images or flat colour, and do 
not degrade during copying and transferring.

Used in websites, web ads, social media, Word 
documents and PowerPoint presentations.
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Aa ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WXYZ

abcdefghijk lmnopqrstuv wxyz 1234567890

Āā Ēē Ī ī  Ōō Ūū Łł S ̱s ̱  Ẕz ̱  Ch ’ K’  Ts ̱’  Dz

Three typefaces are used to create a versatile brand that highlights the Tāłtān language. Lapture is chosen for its chiseled appearance 
referencing obsidian and is used for headlines, subheads and captions. Download at: justanotherfoundry.com/lapture  
or with your Creative Cloud subscription at: fonts.adobe.com. TT Severs is chosen for its ovoid characters and strong character  
and is used for smaller subheads and technical information. Download at: myfonts.com/fonts/type-type/tt-severs

Typography

Lapture

Lapture Caption – use this for captions.

Lapture Display  
– use this for headlines.

Headlines, subheads, callouts
Lapture Subhead – use this for subheads.

HEADLI N ES AN D SUBHEADS Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV W X Y Z
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuv w x yz 1 234567890
Āā Ēē Ī ī  Ōō Ūū Łł  S̱s ̱  Ẕz ̱  Ch’  K’  Ts ̱’  Dz

TT Severs

TT Severs Regular – use this for technical information.

TT Severs Bold – use this for headlines and subheads, 
ensure generous tracking is used.

Bold abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Semibold abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Regular abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Italic abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Bold abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Medium abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Regular abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Light abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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Aa

Roboto is a free font and the primary typeface for body copy. It's also the primary typeface for official documents, such as letterheads.  
Its mechanical skeleton with largely geometric forms and friendly open curves allow for natural reading rhythm on both screen and in  
print. To ensure the Combining Macron Below (the diacritical mark below characters [U+0331]) works properly, only download the most  
up to date version of Roboto from the official source repository at: github.com/google/roboto (located under /src/hinted). Other versions 
of Roboto (including the Google Fonts release) have not been updated to include the diacritical mark.

Roboto Condensed is used alongside the normal Roboto family for schedules, tables and technical information where space is limited.  
It can be downloaded for free at: fonts.google.com/specimen/Roboto+Condensed (Note: there is no release of Roboto Condensed that 
includes the Combining Macron Below glyph and it must be used in conjunction with Roboto. More instructions can be found on page 21).

Roboto

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhI iJ jKk 1234567890 
Āā Ēē Ī ī  Ōō Ūū Łł  S̱ s̱  Ẕẕ Ch’ K’ Ts̱ ’ Dz

A LTERNATE FO NT
Arial is our alternate font and used where Roboto is not available, such as email.  
It is one of the few universal system default fonts where all the characters from the 
Tāłtān Alphabet are included and shares closest resemblance to Roboto.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890
Āā Ēē Ī ī  Ōō Ūū Łł  S̱ s̱  Ẕẕ Ch’  K ’  Ts̱ ’  Dz

This is used for body copy. Lorem ipsum vollupt ataepudio dolum, te possi bla 
sitectem faci tem nobis veliasp ellesti usapient ma quassim quod quunte a 
dolorae. Nam et omnihit, que nem. Nam, qui offic tem haribusdam volupis renem.

Aa Roboto Condensed
A BCDEFGHIJK LMNOP QRS T U V W X Y Z
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrs tuv w x y z 123 4 567890
Āā Ēē Ī ī  Ōō Ū ū Ł ł  S̱ s̱  Ẕ ẕ  Ch’  K ’  Ts̱ ’  Dz

For schedules, tables and technical info where space is limited.

Arial

Bold ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
Light ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV W X Y Z

Bold abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Regular abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Italic abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Light abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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The Tahltan Central Government rebrand highly encourages using the Tāłtān language where applicable. A set of guidelines has been 
created to ensure correct typesetting of the Tāłtān characters. Roboto was specifically chosen as it is one of the few typefaces with a 
permissive free software licence that has proper glyph support for the Tāłtān language, notably the Combining Macron Below like s ̱or ẕ.

Language

A a Ā ā E e Ē ē I i Ī ī

O o Ō ō U u Ū ū ’ B b

Ch  ch Ch’  ch’ D d Dl  dl Dz  dz Dẕ  dẕ̱

G g Gh  gh H h J j K k K’ k’

Kh  kh L l Ł ł M m N n Nh  nh

P p S s S̱̱ s̱̱ Sh  sh T t T’ t’

Tl  tl Tl’  tl’ Ts  ts Ts’  ts’ Ts̱  ts̱̱ Ts̱’  ts̱̱’

W w Y y Yh  yh Z z Ẕ̱ ẕ̱

THE TĀŁTĀN  ALP H ABET
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TT Severs, Lapture and Roboto Condensed will need to be used in conjunction with Roboto when setting type in the Tāłtān Language due  
to the unique glyphs. The Combining Macron Below ([U+0331] diacritical mark below a character) is only available in Roboto (and the 
alternative font, Arial). The other characters can still be found in the glyphs palette of TT Severs and Lapture or through Alt Codes on PC,  
or by holding down the respective character key on Mac and selecting the proper accented character. Note: characters that include the 
Combining Macron Below cannot be recreated on Mac without using the glyphs palettes or by copy-pasting existing examples.

HOW TO'S

Tāłtān

dẕeł

dlūne

“Mountain” set in Roboto Bold, 36pt

Unicode 0331 from the glyphs palette added after the z to combine below.  
All special characters can be found in the Roboto glyph palette. Characters with a 
line below like ẕ are composed of a letter plus the glyph U+0331. Alternatively on PC 
you can use Alt Codes by holding alt and pressing +0331 on the numpad.

ts’̱i’

“Tāłtān” Set in Lapture Display Bold, 36pt

To get the Ā and ā characters, look in the glyphs palette for Unicode 0100 and 0101. 
On PC use the alt codes +0141 and +0142 respectively. On Mac hold down the A key. 
For the Ł and ł characters, look in the glyphs palette for Unicode 0141 and 0142. On 
PC use the alt codes +0141 and +0142 respectively. On Mac hold down the L key.

"Head” Set in Lapture Italic, 36pt

To get the s ̱or ẕ character in Lapture, TT Severs, and Roboto Condensed, open up 
the glyphs palette for Roboto, find Unicode 0331 and add it after the letter. On PC 
use the alt code +0331. Kerning may need to be adjusted to properly centre the line.

tlī’

“Mouse” Set in TT Severs Bold, 36pt

To get the Ū and ū characters, look in the glyphs palette for Unicode 016A and 
016B. Here you will also find other characters with the macron above. On PC use 
the alt codes +016A and +016B respectively. On Mac hold down the U key.

“Dog” Set in TT Severs Light, 36pt

To get the Ī and ī characters, use Unicode 012A and 012B from the glyphs palette,  
On PC use the alt codes +012A and +012B respectively. On Mac hold down the I key.

TĀŁTĀN WORDS
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Colours
Our brand colours are 
inspired by traditional 
Tahltan artwork and 
textiles, creating a 
colour palette authentic 
to Tahltan culture and 
versatile for government 
and public use.
This palette defines a flexible suite of 
colours for the Tahltan Central Government 
brand. Strict adherence to these colour 
standards will unify the visuals of the brand.

Blood, Obsidian, Gold and Bone are the 
primary brand colours for the Tahltan 
Central Government, with Nettle, Fireweed 
and River as the supporting brand colours.

Designated Pantone® (PMS) colours  
and their equivalents for other methods  
of reproduction are as shown.

The CMYK mix will most commonly be 
used in print, and RGB/HEX in digital 
applications. Since different digital 
printers can vary in colour output, the PMS 
numbers are included for reference to 
match colours as closely as possible to 
achieve consistency across outputs.  
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Nettle Fireweed River

Gold
rgb: 218 · 176 · 98

hex: dab062

cmyk: 15 · 30 · 72 · 0

pms: 871

Blood Obsidian
rgb: 40 · 44 · 42

hex: 282c2a

cmyk: 72 · 62 · 65 · 66

pms: hexachrome black

TINT 50% TINT 50%

TINT 50%

Bone
rgb: 227 · 211 · 197

hex: e3d3c5

cmyk: 10 · 15 · 20 · 0

pms: 7604

TINT 50%

rgb: 215 · 25 · 32

hex: d71920

cmyk: 0 · 100 · 100 · 10

pms: 200

TINT 50% TINT 50% TINT 50%

rgb: 119 · 139 · 114

hex: 778b72

cmyk: 56 · 33 · 59 · 8

pms: 5625

rgb: 194 · 157 · 172

hex: c29dac

cmyk: 24 · 40 · 20 · 0

pms: 5155

rgb: 108 · 174 · 189

hex: 6caebd

cmyk: 58 · 16 · 22 · 0

pms: 7695



TAHLTAN SH AP ES

Vector EPS and raster PNG files for all of the shape 
elements have been provided. Their usage should be 
limited to improve a composition – less is more. Refer 
to the applications and examples in this book for usage. 
These can be used as small additions or as larger 
elements on a page. 

These shapes were created by Tahltan Artists, with the 
exception of numbers 14–15. Many of these shapes 
were drawn from historical Tahltan beaded work.

Use of the graphic elements should only be handled by 
an experienced graphic designer.

Brand Elements

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Tahltan_Curvilinear_Abstract_2.eps/.png

Tahltan_Caribou_1.eps/.png

Tahltan_Paisley.eps/.png

Tahltan_Curvilinear_Abstract_1.eps/.png

Tahltan_Curvilinear_Abstract_3.eps/.png

Tahltan_Lichen_Wiggle_1.eps/.png

Tahltan_Lichen.eps/.png

Tahltan_Lichen_Wiggle_2.eps/.png

Tahltan_Bulb.eps/.png

Tahltan_Caribou_2.eps/.png

Tahltan_Lichen_2.eps/.png

Tahltan_Curvilinear_Abstract_4.eps/.png

Tahltan_Bird.eps/.png

Tahltan_Arrowhead.eps/.png

Tahltan_Territory.eps/.png

1 2

6 7

11 12
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TAHLTAN SH AP E PATTERNS

Using the shapes from the previous page, a set of 
patterns have been developed and are provided as Ai, 
EPS and PNG files. Files include unique exports, large 
pattern swatches and Illustrator pattern files. Their use 
is seen throughout the brand and can easily be applied 
to applications for a more cultural inclusion. Refer to 
the applications and examples in this book for usage.

Use of the graphic elements should only be handled  
by an experienced graphic designer.

Below is an example of the file structure for the  
pattern exports:

Pattern 01/02/03/04

 Multicolour

  0.5pt/1pt

   Multi

    3126_TCG_Pattern1_Multicolour_0.5pt/1pt.eps/.png

   Obsidian+Blood

    3126_TCG_Pattern1_Obsidian+Blood_0.5pt/1pt.eps/.png

 Single Colour

  0.5pt/1pt

   EPS/PNG

    3126_TCG_Pattern1_Blood_0.5pt/1pt.eps/.png

    3126_TCG_Pattern1_Bone_0.5pt/1pt.eps/.png

    +++

 3126_TCG_Pattern1.ai

Individual Exports

 EPS/PNG

  TCG_BizCard_Patterns-01.eps/.png

  TCG_BizCard_Patterns-02.eps/.png

  +++
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3126_TCG_Pattern2_Multicolour

3126_TCG_Pattern4_Obsidian+Blood

3126_TCG_Pattern1_River

3126_TCG_Pattern3_Bone



A flexible grid 5x8 system has been 
developed to ensure all collateral designed 
now and in the future will display the brand 
in a cohesive way.

This layout grid should be used where 
possible on collateral that is created by  
a designer including but not limited to: 
print/web ads, report covers, newsletters, 
posters, brochures and banners.

Inspirational layouts on the next pages 
highlight how the grid can be used in 
tandem with image and type.

For easy replication, place the following 
PDF on top of your working file within 
 your design software of choice using the 
appropriate size/ratio and mirror the grid. 
Note that all grids include bleeds for print.

 › TCG_SinglePage_Grids_Reference.pdf

 › TCG_Spreads_Grids_Reference.pdf

Layout Grid

MARGINS

GUIDES

GUTTER

Margins:

 › Top: 0.625"

 › Bottom: 0.75"

 › Left: 0.625"

 › Right: 0.625"

Gutters: 

 › Horizontal: 0.1875"

 › Vertical: 0.1875"

This example is from the first page of the single page grids reference PDF 
– demonstrating the grid set up for a single-page 8.5"x11" document.
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Photography
Culture is a key component of the brand and  
its photography should express this.

Photos should include clear shots of the land, 
natural resources, wildlife, cultural events and 
in-situ portraits that feel genuine. This spread 
should be used as inspiration and guidance.

Headshots of people within the TCG and TCG 
affiliates can be used in newsletters. 

Photos should have proper lighting and 
generally be shot with natural light and 
saturated colours. When photographing people 
and events it is important that the shots do not 
resemble stock photography. Avoid heavy 
posing (natural posing is okay) and aim for 
unique scenes that invite the viewer in as if 
they were there – authenticity is key. 

Strict adherence to these photography 
standards will serve to unify the brand and  
its messaging.

TREATMENTS

Photos without people that are more textural 
can be treated with a gradient map plus a 
halftone pattern. This process should be done 
in Photoshop. Treated images are largely used 
as backgrounds. Only TCG brand colours 
(including tints and shades) are to be used 
when using this treatment and should be 
handled only by an experienced designer. 

For best results follow the specification 
guidelines in the supplied file: 

 › TCG_ImageTreatment_Specs.rtf
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STATIONERY

Electronic versions of stationery 
templates have been developed 
and are included in the template 
files. Logo positions and sizes  
are not to be changed.

Templates include:

 › Business Card – front and back

 › Personal Letterhead

 › Envelope

Applications
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DOCUMENT 
TEMPLATE S

Electronic versions of extended 
document templates have been 
developed and are included in the 
template files. Logo positions  
and sizes are not to be changed.

Templates include:

 › Nation Letterhead

 › Administration Documents

 › Application Forms – print and 
electronically fillable

 › Long Form Reports

 › Data Forms – vertical  
and horizontal

 › General Document Headers

 › TCG_Admin-BriefingNote

 › TCG_Admin-BriefingNote
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 › TCG_MultiPageDoc-PostSecondaryProgram

 › TCG_ExpenseForm-
InvoiceTemplate

 › TCG_ApplicationForm-BursariesAwards
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SLIDE  DECK

A PowerPoint slide deck has 
been created for use by the 
Tahltan Central Government. 
This can be used for many 
different presentations. 

The format is meant to limit the 
amount of information placed 
on a particular page to hold  
the attention of the audience. 
The visual structure can help 
guide the audience through  
the presentation using the new 
branding. Do not change the 
formatting of this template.

SUBHEAD, ROBOTO BOLD 36/42PT

Headline, Roboto
Black 100/110pt

SUBSECTION HEADLINE  
ROBOTO BLACK 80/95PT
Subhead, Roboto Regular 48/57pt

 › 3126_TahltanCG_SlideDeck.indd

 › 3126_TahltanCG_SlideDeck.ppt
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23%
Subhead, Roboto Bold 48/57pt
Body, Roboto Regular - 32/44pt.
Nullam quis risus eget urna mollis ornare vel 
eu leo. Cras justo odio, dapibus ac facilisis in, 
egestas eget quam. 
Sed posuere consectetur est at lobortis.

“Highlighted Pull Quote 
Centred 124/134pt”

• Bullets, Roboto Regular 33/42pt, 30pt indent

• One vero et aperrum sin nobitate porem alia doles-
en damus, ut eaquodi onsedi sequo is

• pelessitiis acerunt ipid maximol uptatem seque 
imus sit omnis modia excea di re pel id que vel in

• Nanotechnology immersion along the information 
highway will close the loop on focusing solely on 
the bottom line.

Headlines, Roboto  
Black 80/90pt
Subhead, Roboto Bold 48/57pt

Caption, Roboto light 24/30pt

Subheadline, Roboto Regular 48/57pt

The template provided includes:

 › Cover page 

 › Subsection divider pages

 › Large stat callout pages

 › Large pull quote pages

 › Information pages with bullet 
points with and without areas 
for photography

 › Large photo with caption

 › Blank slide for graphs or  
inset photos

H3 RO BOTO B L AC K 30P T H3 RO BOTO B L AC K 30P T

• Donec ullamcorper nulla non metus 
auctor fringilla. Nullam id dolor id 
nibh ultricies vehicula ut id elit. 

• Etiam porta sem malesuada magna 
mollis euismod. Nulla vitae elit libero, 
a pharetra augue. 

• Maecenas faucibus mollis interdum. 

• Donec ullamcorper nulla non metus 
auctor fringilla.

• Donec ullamcorper nulla non metus 
auctor fringilla. 

• Donec id elit non mi porta gravida at 
eget metus. 

• Curabitur blandit tempus porttitor. 
Praesent commodo cursus magna, 
vel scelerisque nisl consectetur et. 

• Aenean lacinia bibendum nulla sed 
consectetur. Natoque penatibus et 
magnis dis parturient montes, nasce-
tur ridiculus mus.

Headlines, Roboto Black 80/90pt
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Name in Arial bold, set in 
Blood on its own line.

(HE X D71920)

Title and Contact 
Information in Arial 
Regular, set in black.

(HE X 282C2A)

Disclaimer text is set a 
few points lower than the 
main body type, around 
8pt. The text itself is 
provided in the specs file 
for quick implementation.

EMAIL  S IGNATURE

Emails are set in Arial using  
the same size as the standard 
body text, with a 12pt as an 
average. Bold the name of 
sender, and use regular for  
the rest of the text. 

Keep the signatures clean and 
corporate, following the setup in 
the image on the right. If you are 
promoting an event or other 
activity, keep it to the body of the 
email. This will help keep the 
branding consistent and strong.

A sample signature has been 
provided in a text document for 
quick specification reference.

 › TCG_EmailSig_Specs.rtf

Use a middle dot (U+00B7) 
to separate information on 
the same line.

Social media icons have been 
created and sized specifically 
for use in email signatures.

 › tcg_fb_icon.png

 › tcg_li_icon.png

 › tcg_yt_icon.png
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SOCIAL  MED I A  G RAP H I CS

The Tāłtān wordmark, in Blood on the Bone 
background, is the preferred image for 
profile photos for all social media. 

Alternative options with the Tāłtān wordmark 
in Bone on an Obsidian background and 
Blood on an Off-White background have 
also been provided for future use.

Do not add any additional elements or text to 
these assets. Make sure that photos are not 
cropped and the entire image area is shown.

Do not use the same file for all social  
media platforms, as they are all different 
dimensions, and may result in unintended 
cropping. See files supplied, named for 
each platform.

When selecting cover photos use images  
or video (where available such as on 
Facebook) that follow the guidelines 
outlined in the Photography section.

Some social media platforms allow for  
a small amount of customization to the 
page's look and feel and as such they 
should also follow the brand guidelines. 
Blood (Hex D71920) is the preferred  
theme colour if available.

BONE

Facebook Profile Photo
 › tcg_fb_bone.png

LinkedIn Profile Photo
 › tcg_li_bone.png

YouTube Profile Photo
 › tcg_yt_bone.png

OBSIDIAN

Facebook Profile Photo
 › tcg_fb_obsidian.png

LinkedIn Profile Photo
 › tcg_li_obsidian.png

YouTube Profile Photo
 › tcg_yt_obsidian.png

OFF-WHITE

Facebook Profile Photo
 › tcg_fb_offwhite.png

LinkedIn Profile Photo
 › tcg_li_offwhite.png

YouTube Profile Photo
 › tcg_yt_offwhite.png
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Tahltan Nation
This spread serves as inspiration for theTahltan 
Nation brand that works in lockstep with the 
Tahltan Central Government brand.

 › Tāłtān Nation Bumper Sticker
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CONTACT

To obtain permission to use  
the logo please contact:

Gordon Infanti  
Communications Director 
communicationsdirector@tahltan.org

TEL 250 771 3274 
TOLL FREE 1 855 TAHLTAN

tahltan.org

This brand book, along with the general 
brand guidelines and the brand strategy, 
were prepared by Ion Brand Design. 

TEL 1 888 336 2466 
EMAIL info@iondesign.ca 
iondesign.ca

© 2020 Tahltan Central Government

Questions?


